
Model A



Designed 
to Fit Your
Lifestyle

WHILL is an extension of a 
life beautifully lived, and its 
unparalleled navigational and 
functional capabilities, ease of use, 
compact form and clean design 
provide freedom, independence 
and individualized expression that 
puts your life front and center.

Whether going out to dinner with 
friends, enjoying a ballgame or 
taking a leisurely stroll, WHILL gives 
you an experience like no other 
personal mobility vehicle. WHILL 
was designed to provide multi 
terrain choices, so that you can take 
the road less traveled. 



Meet WHILL
WHILL doesn’t hold you back, it powers you forward. With simplistic beauty and revo-
lutionary design, WHILL provides mobility in a versatile, stylish, and unobtrusive way. 

Be seen for who you truly are while traveling anywhere you desire.

Long-Distance Range
Worry-free extended range of 12 miles 
to accomplish all your day’s tasks.

All Directional Wheels
Drive the highest performance motor-
ized mobility vehicle in the industry.

App Powered
Control and customize the speed and 
movement of WHILL with a tap.

4-Wheel Drive
Live your life without disruption and 

go wherever you want to go.

Obstacle Clearance
Large 9” front wheels will clear  
terrain obstacles on your way.

Climbing Capability
Climb steep hills up to 10º incline 

and take on any environment. 



4-Wheel Drive

WHILL moves seamlessly throughout your life and goes effortlessly wherever you want to go. It is the 
combination of both high performance and unparalleled beauty. WHILL was engineered and designed 
to be integrated with the various rhythms of your life, whether at work, rest or play. 

WHILL was founded and designed by former Toyota and Nissan automobile industry experts and engi-
neers. It is the world’s first mobility device to feature All Directional Wheel Technology combined with 
4-wheel drive, a proprietary core technology enabling advanced motion and multi-terrain coverage.

Live Your Life Without Disruption



4WD

Mountain Road Urban Home Cafe Office

Both front and rear wheels move together to 
provide maximum traction on all terrain



Obstacle Clearance

The issue with current mobility devices is that there is a 
trade off between turning radius and terrain coverage. 
When a device has smaller casters, it allows for a smaller 
turning radius, but it sacrifices the ability to ride over 
bumps and curbs, even small ones. This is why we chose 
to use larger wheels that can traverse through rough 
terrains. The all directional wheel allows it to maintain 
a tight turning radius while keeping the circumference 
large enough to clear obstacles with ease.

Leave Nothing in Your Way
WHILL
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Obstacle

3”

Smaller 
Caster
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Incline Capability

We tested our prototypes over and over to ensure 
exceptional levels of reliability on steep slopes. 
With our headquarters located in San Francisco, 
we knew the device would need to go up and 
down the steep hills on a daily basis. The Electro-
magnetic Brake automatically engages whenever 
WHILL stops on a slope, which prevents unwanted 
rolling. It simply disengages as soon as you start 
steering again.

No Hill Will Be a Match

10° -  WHILL Capability
4.57° -  ADA Standard Ramp



Long-Distance Range

WHILL’s exceptional range of 12 
miles on a full charge allows you to 
accomplish the necessary tasks of 
an active lifestyle. It can take you 
around the house and through 
the community without having to 
worry about finding a power plug. 
For those who enjoy being active 
outdoors, WHILL allows for hiking 
long distances from your cabin to 
the nearby lake. With WHILL, range 
simply isn’t an issue any more.

Charge Once to Last All Day

WHILL
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All Directional Wheels

Our proprietary All Directional Wheel Technology combined with 4-wheel 
drive is an industry-wide innovation in both maneuverability and personal 
mobility. WHILL enables you to rotate with a minimal turning radius, making 
WHILL the highest performance motorized mobility vehicle in the industry. 

This wheel, engineered by WHILL, is built with 24 small rollers that collectively 
create one large wheel. They each move individually allowing you to glide side-
ways to achieve a tighter turning radius, while simultaneously providing the 
user greater terrain coverage when going forwards and backwards.

Maneuver the World Like Never Before

Intuitive Controller
Controllers are highly accurate 

and interchangeable for right and 
lefthanded users.

Proprietary  
Technology

Built with 24 small rollers that  
collectively create one large wheel



WHILL App
Control WHILL with a Tap

The WHILL App enables you to customize 
the speed and movement of your WHILL 
to better fit your driving preferences. You 
can choose a fast, highly responsive con-
trol navigation or a more subtle and easy 
control response. 

Better yet, you can control turn, forward 
and reverse speed acceleration using the 
intuitive and easy- to-use WHILL App. 

Remote Control
Wireless Bluetooth connectivity gives 
you the ability to control WHILL even 
when not riding. Park your WHILL 
away from you when sitting on the 
couch to save space, or let your 
companion control the remote while 
walking beside you, and not behind 
you, when having a conversation. 

Speed Settings
Adjust speed and acceleration prefer-
ences on the fly to accommodate any 
situation, indoor and outdoor use. For 
example, you can choose between 
Comfort Mode for a gentle driving ex-
perience inside your house and Active 
Mode to move quickly for when you 
take your dog for a walk at the park.

Security Lock
The WHILL App allows you to re-
motely unlock and lock your
device right from your smart-
phone. Lock the device when you 
park in public and not worry about 
someone misusing WHILL.



Technical Specifications

Fitting

Height   32˝ | 33˝ | 34˝ (Ground to Tip of Back Support Frame)
Width   23.6˝ 
Length   35˝ | 36˝ | 37˝ | 38˝ | 39˝ (Depending on Foot Support Position) 
Weight   240 lb. (Including Batteries) 
Turning Radius  28˝ 
Wheel Diameter  Front: 9.8” | Rear 12.5”
Ground Clearance  3.5˝ 
Drive System   4 Wheel Drive
Braking System   Electromagnetic Brake
Obstacle Climbing Height  3˝
Speed    5.5 MPH (Top Speed)
Range    12 miles (Full Battery Charge)
Incline Capability   10°
Seat Sliding Range   5.9˝
Power    2 x 12V 50Ah MK Battery Model M50-12 SLD M or WP50-12NE
Charger    6A Charger | 8 Hours to 80% Charge
Max Weight Capacity  220 lb.
Controller Options  WHILL Mouse Controller | WHILL Easy Grip Controller
Seat Angle   1° | 4° | 7° | 10°
Seat Length   16˝ | 17˝ | 18˝ | 19˝ | 20˝
Seat to Floor Height  20˝ | 21˝ | 22˝
Foot Support Angle  0° | 1° | 2° | 3° | 4° | 5° | 6° | 7° | 8° | 9° |10°
Foot Support Height 4˝ | 5˝ | 6˝ | 7˝ | 8˝
Foot Support Extension  0˝ | 1˝ | 2˝ | 3˝ | 4˝
Back Support Angle  94° | 96° | 98° | 100°
Seat Cushions   Width: 16˝ , Depth: 16˝ | 17˝ | 18˝ | 19˝ | 20˝
Rear Tire Pressure   40 P.S.I (280 kPa)

Fully configurable seating and positioning allows you to be comfortable while sitting and driving



The WHILL Model A is not considered to be a medical device and has not been  
submitted to the Food and Drug Administration for review or clearance.

WHILL, Inc.
285 Old County Rd #6
San Carlos, CA 94070

+1-844-MY-WHILL
whill.us

320-01286-MKT-01


